The checklist for identifying the Low Vision Clients

Please look out for following signs:

- Watery Eyes
- Red Eyes
- White or Opaque patches in the eye.
- Puckering of face, squeezing of eyes, bending closer to the object
- Peering at objects
- Blinking
- Stumbles frequently
- Partly covers eyes while looking at bright light
- Misses ruled lines while writing
- Consults bench mate frequently about writing on the blackboard
- Holds reading text close to eyes
- Poor academic record
- Inactive /withdrawn during games and team activities
HOW TO IDENTIFY LOW VISION CLIENTS

- Often misses descending steps and stumbles over objects in the house
- Unable to easily recognize friends / relatives

Such persons should be examined by an Ophthalmologist for proper diagnosis. An Optometrist can also help to identify persons with Low Vision.